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Porcelain tile flooring installation calculator

Marble floor tiles (like all floor tiles) require a smooth, flat, water-resistant base for installation. In most cases, this should get rid of existing floors that are usually covered with plywood or the underfloor, which is MDF. Once exposed under the floor of the tree, cover it with a layer of cement board, adding
rigidity and moisture resistance to the floor. Cement boards do not stop moisture from passing through, but they are not steam or moisture barriers, but they are not damaged by moisture like wood. Cement boards are also designed to glue very well with the thin set mortar adhesive you use to install your
marble tiles. To install the cement board, use a 1/4 notch trout to spread the laminated glue over the timber floor. Place the cement plate sheet on a thin plate and secure it under the floor with a 1 1/4 inch cement board screw. Leave about 1/8 inch of space where all the seams and cement boards meet
the wall. Put cement board joint tape (special alkaline resistant mesh tape) on the seams between cement board panels and cover the tape with a thin layer of thin plate using a 6 inch dry wall knife. Make sure the seams are smooth and flat and flushed on the panel surface. Pebble Art marble tiles are
thick, so laying tiles on existing floors is rarely practical. Installing marble tiles usually requires demolition and removal of existing flooring. Marble is heavy, so your floor should be very sturdy. This may require some structural work to reinforce the root thickness that supports the underfloor before installing
the tiles. Your installation looks best if the tiles radiate outwards from the center of the room, rather than suddenly starting from one of the walls. To achieve this symmetric effect, a reference line must be created on the surface of the cement substrate underlay. Find the center of the two opposite walls
and divide the room in half, using a chalk line to mark the path between them. It then measures to the center of that line and uses T-square to draw a line perpendicular to the mark using a pencil. Using pencil lines as guides, snap chalk lines to the floor and divide the floor into four equal quadrants. Test fit
the full tile along both reference lines from wall to wall to check the layout. If the last line of tiles for a wall is less than a few inches, adjust the chokeline grid as needed to ensure that the tiles along the wall are acceptable widths as needed. This usually means that the tile, not the grout line, becomes the
center of the floor, but there is really no downside to this. Pebble Art mixes thin set mortar according to the manufacturer's instructions. Mix a little at a time and make more if necessary. Using a notched takot, spread the glue on the floor, starting at the corner of the layout where the reference lines
intersect in the center of the room. Use notch edges while workingTrings to create grooves in the mortar. This increases the adhesion of the cement plate to the bottom of the marble. With 12- inch squares and small marble tiles, a 1/4 notch tinge creates a large enough groove. However, if the tiles are
large or use irregular tumble or natural cleavage material, create adhesive grooves wider and deeper with a 1/2 notch tako. Pebble Art Easily cover the bottom of a single tile and spread enough mortar to make sure its entire surface is notched. Gently push the first tile into place and align the two edges
with the chalk line in the corner of the layout. As you press down, twist the tiles a bit to make sure they are properly set on the mortar bed below. Pebble Art Rubber Mallet is a large hammer with a soft rubber head. Use this to lightly tap on the surface of the marble tile and push it even firmer into the
mortar. However, marble is a relatively soft material and can crack rather easily, so be careful not to tap too hard. Do not move tiles when setting them. Pebble Art Continue to spread the mortar of each tile and place the tiles before moving on to the next tile. Use the baseline as a guide to move toward the
wall and keep the placement straight. Use tile spacers to keep the spacing between tiles constant. You must select a spacer for the width selected for the fitting. Spacers help ensure that grout lines are sharp and uniform. The X-shaped space can be used in two ways. You can also insert it flat at the
intersection between tiles (as shown below), but it can be difficult to remove before grouting. Alternatively, you can insert it upright into the space between tiles. This requires a little more care to make sure that the tiles remain square with each other, but after the tiles are set, it will be much easier to
remove them before grouting. If you install spacers flat, you should not complain about them under any circumstances. After placing the pebble art three or four tiles, use 2x4 to make sure they are at a uniform height. Place the board across the tile and lightly tap the board with a rubber mallet. If the
marble is polished, the front of the wood may be covered with carpet to prevent scratches. Also, if you have multiple tiles installed, you can do this across multiple line. When you reach the wall on the first line, be aware of gaps in the edges where you may need a custom cut piece. Next, return to the
center point of the reference line and continue placing tiles adjacent to the first line. Take a little time after a few tiles to make sure all of your lines are filled and the whole floor looks sharp and consistent. Be careful not to step on installed tiles as you work. Typically, marble floor tiles should be set for at
least 48 hours after installation. For this reason, you need to be careful not to tile yourselfcorner where you can't escape from. Be sure to leave your traffic path. The last work area you work in must be the area where the door is located. Pebble Art Use tile wet saws to cut tiles as needed. You can buy a
small wet saw for under $100, but most DIYers simply rent one a day. Mini portable saws can handle basic straight cuts on tiles up to 12 inches. The rental price may include a flat saw fee and a daily fee for diamond blade wear. The wet saw works by spraying water on the material as it runs it through
the blade of the rotating saw. The water helps to cool the blades and maintain a smooth cut that moves through the marble. Marble is delicate and easy to crack, so it moves very slowly when you cut each part. For hard cuts, or if you don't want to use saws, ask your tile supplier if they cut the pieces for
you. If you need to drill a hole in a marble tile, such as when a piping pipe comes up from the floor, you can use a special hole saw with a diamond-covered cutting edge. The hole saw is simply mounted on a power drill. Make sure to cut the hole saw at a slower speed so that it does not overheat. Marble
tiles are thick and hard and cannot be cut with snap cutters commonly used to cut ceramic tiles. The only electric wet saw works for marble tiles. Marble tile holes must be cut with diamond blades and special hole saws. Tools4Flooring If you properly trown a thin-set mortar adhesive, the tile setting
collapses the ridge, but does not cause excess glue to odle between the tiles. If you set the tile with too much force, now is the time to remove excess glue from the gap between the tiles using a paint stick or utility knife. It is important that there is enough space between the tiles for the grout to join
properly. When all the tiles are installed, the mortar adhesive is completely dried, according to the manufacturer's instructions. During this time, do not walk on the floor, or you risk moving tiles or falling. Pebble Art marble may look like a hard, solid material. After all, it's a rock. But in fact, marble is a
delicate flooring material that needs to be handled carefully. Not only is cracking and chipping likely, but it is porous and can cause a lot of material to penetrate the surface of the stone, causing permanent stains. For this reason, it is necessary to seal with high quality marble tile sealant before you grout.
Grout can severely stain marble tiles if applied before the marble is sealed. If you are polishing marble, apply a very thin coat of sealant. Use a foam brush to smooth puddles and small bubbles that appear on the surface. Tumble and polished marble surfaces become more forgiving, but the same rules
apply there. Mix grout according to the instructions of the Pebble Art Maker. As with ceramic tiles, if the joint is 1/8 inch, use unsanded groutSand grout used for wider joints; As with mortar, mix as much as you can in about 15 or 20 minutes, which is the point at which the grout begins to set. Use grout
floats to apply grout to joints and use sweep motion to force them into joints. Holding a little tool on the edge allows you to push the grout down. Try to turn as many mixes as possible into the grooves and wipe off any excess that rides on the tiles. Ideally, seams between tiles should be packed perfectly
with grout without void area. Wipe the surface of the Pebble Art marble tile clean and use a large grout sponge that is a little damp to remove excess grout. Be careful not to allow any moisture to penetrate the grout line, as this can cause the mix to become muddy and wash away. Also, when operating
the sponge, try not to accidentally pull the grout out of the joint - focus only on the surface of the tile. Allow grout to heal according to the instructions. Before sealing pebble art grout, check the recommended waiting time of the grout maker. It is not uncommon to wait seven days. Seal the grout with a foam
brush and apply according to the manufacturer's instructions. In general, it is a good idea to seal the marble tiles at least twice (probably several times) and then wait for them to dry before applying a new coat. This creates a strong protective layer on the surface of the material. Depending on room traffic,
tiles must be resealed every 6-12 months. Pebble Art Pebble Art
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